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◆　general feature

Superfluid 3He (anisotropic order parameter)
    in narrow space or in complicated structure
    and/or
    under rotation

 narrow space thin cylinder
slab space

complicated structure aerogel

 under rotation rotating cryostat at
ISSP



Boundary constraint for angular momentum
of Cooper pair

We can control order parameter vector 
                                  by using boundary constraint

This leads to pair breaking



narrow space with length scale of D
Characteristic length in superfluid 3He
      coherence length ξ0 ~ a few tenth nm
      order parameter healing length ξs ~ ξ0 
      textural healing length ξx ≧ 10 µm ≫ ξ0

                        (phase dependent)

Sphere diameter;D                    ξ0＜D≦ ξx or ξx＜D

Film thickness;D         D≦ξ0 or ξ0＜D≦ ξx or ξx＜D

Cylinder diameter;D   D≦ ξ0 or ξ0＜D≦ ξx or ξx＜D
Thin cylinder

Slab space
Constraints by boundary cause 
                    (new phase )/ new phase diagram



complicated structure

Aerogel :   composed of silica(SiO2) strands
                with large porosity (larger than ~ 97%)

d : a few nm

L:10~100 nm

d = 4 mm



Length in aerogel and in superfluid 3He

Silica beads diameter d ~ a few nm
Coherence length ξ0 ~ a few tenth nm
Mean distance L between silica strands
             L; a few tenth nm ~ ξ0

Fermi wave length λ ≈ nm

λ ＜ d ≪ ξ0 ~ L

 Aerogel partly destroys superfluidity in liquid 3He
         / suppression of Tc etc. 
 Aerogel behaves as impurity 
 Possibility of new phase



Superfluidity under rotation

Coherence length ξ   ＜ Penetration depth λ
                   type Ⅱ superconductor
                   upper/lower critical field  Hc1 , Hc2
                   vortex state
                            

Superconductivity in magnetic field 

Type Ⅱ superfluid
             upper/lower critical angular velocity  Ωc1 , Ωc2
             vortex state
                  vortex line in 4He
                  vortices with a few core structures in 3He

cell size

configuration of order parameter vector



Vortex state in 3He under rotation
vortex density n = 2Ωκ0

κ 0 =
h
m4

, =
h
2m3

Rotating cryostat can create vortex state (vortices) 
                   and can control order parameter vector 
Also it can be used to detect vortex state or one vortex
                      by combination with another method



◆ Superfluid 3He in aerogel
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Isotropic Inhomogeneous Scattering Model (IISM)
E.V. Thuneberg et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 80, 2861 (1998)

Suppression of Tc

              (by sound and NMR experiments)

We can explain Tc suppression with radius R in IISM
model as fitting parameter on two porosity of aerogel
(97.5% 98.5%)

Obtained radius R depends on porosity as weak periodic
length Lp by neutron scattering measurement do.



New Phase/ New Phase Diagram
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Phase diagram on cooling in
 97.5% aerogel by NMR

A-like phase is an equal
spin paring state

B-like phase is a non
equal spin paring state



Phase conversion process
                in superfluid state

 Two temperature bands are
revealed, only where thefirst
order phase conversion
develops with changing
temperatures.

 TAB-band where A-like
phase to B-like phase occurs

TC-band where B-like phase
to A-like phase occurs

TAB-band TC-band
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Strange phase conversion
In each temperature band, there is
a phase conversion curve
in the graph of the fraction of A-like phase.

Each phase conversion occurs along this curve in
one direction.

No phase conversion occurs between two
temperature bands

Pinning of phase boundary by aerogel ??



Suppression of A-like phase
                 in 97.5% aerogel

Expansion of A phase in 0.8 µm
thickness film
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A-like phase is not A  phase ?

Not only suppression ofTc but
also suppression of A-like phase
in aerogel on warming process is
observed.
This is very different from
behavior in A phase in another
type of confinement in 0.8 µm
thickness film confines between
parallel plates.



A like phase is a new phase ?
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Proposed new phase   “robust phase”
A robust phase proposed by I.A. Fomin
explains FID frequencies well

dµj =
Δ
3

ˆ d µ ˆ m j + iˆ n j( ) + ˆ e µ ˆ l j + iˆ p j( )[ ]

Δf (β ) = frbst
2

fL
1 + cos β

8
pulsed NMR

= Δf (0) 1+ cosβ
2

f 2 = fL
2 +

1
2
frbst
2 cw NMR

M.Miura, ‥ ,K.Nagai JLTP 138, 153(2005) 



◆ Vortex state in bulk liquid

Coherence length

~ 10 µm

A phase   4 types
B phase   3 types

Continuous
vortex



Vortex state in narrow space  or
                    complicated structure

In thin cylinder (D=100, 200 µm)  A phase
      # diameter D ≈ ten times of dipolar healing length
          observed signal from new type of vortex core directly
          a few interesting phenomena
In slab between parallel plates (D=12 µm) A phase
      # thickness D ≈ dipolar healing length
          observed a textural transition and vortices indirectly
          but no signal  from core
In aerogel (98% porosity) B-like phase
        observed a textural transition and vortices indirectly
         vortices pinned by aerogel



In thin cylinder of 200 µm radius

R. Ishiguro, et. al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 93, 125301 (2004)

Mermin-Ho vortex Radial disgyration

Vortex is formed in cylinder by boundary 
               and does not disappear by itself



Creation and annihilation of vortex
                                             in thin cylinder
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Gyromagnetic effect +  Memory effect
                 (Einstein de Hass or Barnett effect)
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Change of satellite frequency
      in Mermin-Ho texture in 100 µm diameter

Mermin-Ho texture

zL Mass current
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r 
L =

r 
L massflow

  

r 
L =

r 
L massflow +

r 
L IAM

Intrinsic angular momentum of Cooper pair
(Angular momentum without mass current)



Problems of the Intrinsic Angular Momentum
(IAM) in A phase

All pairs have the same angular momentum in A phase
(1) all pairs contribute to angular momentum 

(2) Cooper parings occur among particles 
      near the Fermi energy

(3) cancellation occurs because coherence 
      length ξ is much  larger than inter atomic 
      distance La

Lint = 12Nh

Lint = 1
2Nh×

Tc
TF

≈ 12Nh×
Δ
εF

Lint ≅ 12Nh
Δ
εF( ) ⋅ Laξ ≈ 12Nh

Δ
εF( ) ⋅ TcTF ≈ 12Nh

Δ
εF( )2

Lint ≅ 12Nh
Δ
εF( )n

n = 0, or1, or 2

If n=0,  

  

r 
L int ≈

r 
L flow

Observable ?



Vortex pinning by aerogel and unpinning
by Glaberson-Donnelly instability
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 M.Yamashita, et al.  Phys. Rev. Lett. 94, 07530 (2005)



Half quantum vortex in A phase
•Parallel Plate

Half Quantum Vortex
n = 1/2 , Phase π + Spin π



◆ Future research plans
 in aerogel at rest
   # phase transition mechanism between A-like and B-like phases
    # texture in aerogel in A-like and B-like phases
    # detection of A-like and B-like phases and loss mechanism in
       4th sound

 in cylinder under rotation
   # mechanism of gyromagnetic effect in A phase

 in slab under rotation
    # Half quantum vortex in A phase ?

 in aerogel under rotation
    # investigate vortex core structure using homogeneous spin
       precession


